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The Weinman Family Department of Radiation Oncology:   
High Tech & High Touch in a Safe, Efficient Environment 

 
 

The Weinman Family Department of Radiation Oncology at Sinai had a very busy year 
in 2012.  With the support of the entire Alvin & Lois Lapidus Cancer Institute and 
administration, we added the latest technology, completely changed the way we do 
things, and maximized our safety while improving our patient satisfaction.  Every single 
member of the department participated in installing and upgrading our technology, going 
paperless and increasing volume during the process. 
 
We started with the purchase of the most sophisticated linear accelerator in the world, 
the TrueBeam.  TrueBeam allows faster, safer and more precise treatment than 
traditional radiation treatment machines.  Traditional machines are based upon a basic 
model from decades ago that has had new computers added on to enhance 
functionality.  While providing good care, these old machines require multiple computers 
to talk to each other many times during the complex process of treatment planning, 
quality testing, imaging and treatment delivery.  TrueBeam is a linear accelerator on a 
completely new, single platform that incorporates all of the best technology into the 
same computer, thus eliminating the possibility of miscommunication errors.  We chose 
that system because it is integrated with our electronic medical record (EMR), treatment 
planning, imaging and treatment delivery with all of the special techniques.  
 
While the treatment room (the vault) was being built, we started upgrading the entire 
department.  We commissioned a new treatment planning system.  We upgraded our 
conventional linear accelerator.  We added the latest, most sophisticated treatment 
planning and imaging software and hardware for our CyberKnife for more efficient 
planning and faster treatment delivery.  Fewer patients need special metal markers, 
called fiducials, for treatment of lung cancer now that we have Lung Optimized 
Treatment on the CyberKnife.  That eliminates an invasive procedure and allows 
patients to be treated much sooner. 
 
The CyberKnife robotic radiation treatment system for stereotactic (high focused) 
treatment. 
 
The Iris aperture was added to the CyberKnife. This changes size, so you do not have 
manually change the collimators.  This dramatically speeds up the treatment process 
and allows even more customized treatment plans. 
 
The Xchange Robotic Collimator Changer allows faster CyberKnife treatment while 
ensuring accuracy.  When the Iris cannot be used, this speeds up changing the 
collimators. 
 
While we were installing and upgrading nearly every aspect of the department, we went 
paperless with the EMR.  Going paperless improved patient care and documentation on 
many levels.  We are able to see more patients in the same amount of time and 
correspond with referring physicians much quicker than with the old dictation system.  
Patient histories no longer have to be repeated each time they arrive.  They can verify 
the information and speed up their doctor’s visits.  Medications and allergies are clearly 
documented, thus increasing safety and helping patients and families understand their 
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care more consistently.  Now charts are available 24-7 from any secure computer 
anywhere in the world for our staff.  Remote access means faster turnaround time for 
treatment and faster answers when patients call for help nights and weekends. 
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When the TrueBeam went live, our treatment times dropped nearly in half for intensity 
modulated radiation therapy (IMRT). That meant patients received the most 
sophisticated external radiation in a very short period of time (2-5 minutes) with 
rotational arc IMRT.  We started using the most sophisticated, lowest dose daily CT 
scans for accurate localization.  That means more normal tissues can be protected while 
increasing our ability to target even complex tumors. 
 
TrueBeam is intuitive and simple.  This minimizes operator error and maximizes patient 
safety. 
 
TrueBeam allows us to use four different types of low-dose imaging to accurately locate 
tumors and protect normal structures.  We have two types of IMRT (stationary and 
rotational—RapidArc), respiratory gating and stereotactic (high-dose, highly focused) 
treatment.  We can treat the same tumors in less time with more precision on TrueBeam. 
 
The Department offers a special type of liver treatment called Y90 that is only available 
at 4 of the 46 hospitals in Maryland.  The technical term is liver-directed brachytherapy 
or Selective Internal Radiation Therapy (SIRT).  This new treatment offers hope to 
patients with liver tumors who have previously had few or no options.  Y stands for the 
radioactive isotope Yttrium.  It is a special type of radioactive source (a beta emitter) that 
only emits radiation for a few millimeters.  That means it will only treat what it is touching 
and a few mm beyond, thereby protecting close by healthy structures.  The Y90 is 
delivered through a catheter that goes directly into the liver in collaboration with an 
interventional radiologist.  This allows treatment of the tumor while protecting the liver 
and other organs in an entirely new way.  Y90 is attached to tiny resin microspheres that 
get lodged into the tumor itself, delivering a very high dose to the tumor while protecting 
surrounding structures. 
 
Y90 microspheres in a liver tumor. 
 
Y90 is FDA approved for treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer.  There are promising 
data showing benefit for many other tumor types which previously had no other options. 
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Radiation Oncology has also achieved a research milestone.  We have earned 
membership in the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group.  This is a national cooperative 
research group funded by the National Cancer Institutes.  Membership requires proof of 
the highest quality care.  In order to be accepted, an institution must submit detailed 
treatment planning and quality assurance data.  Individual physicians and physicists 
must pass tests for initial entry and before participating in the most complex clinical 
trials.  We are proud to have been accepted with high scores.  We already have several 
clinical trials accepting patients now and several more on the way. 
 
Research at the Alvin & Lois Lapidus Cancer Institute is a high priority.  In addition to the 
RTOG, we participate in the Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG), the Children’s 
Oncology Group (COG), the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG), the American College 
of Surgeons Oncology Group (ACOSOG), the National Surgical Breast & Bowel 
Program (NSABP), clinical trials through the National Cancer Institute Cancer Therapy 
Evaluation Program (CTEP) and other investigator-initiated and industry-sponsored 
trials. 
 
Increasing our technology, safety, research and throughput have allowed us to offer 
more options for patients in need.  We have seen a significant increase in the 
percentage of curative patients and an overall increase in the total number of patients.  
We now can treat 99% of all patients who may benefit from radiation. 
 
In summary, The Weinman Family Department of Radiation Oncology at Sinai has 
upgraded our technology to the best of the best, enhanced our culture of safety for the 
best care and changed our work flow to improve efficiency, while improving our patient 
satisfaction scores.  Despite the hard work and long hours needed, the culture of the 
department has embraced the challenges and is always striving to make things better.  
We have frequent meetings that empower every staff member to suggest areas of 
improvement in a “Just Culture.”  This means we never stop improving; we always have 
something exciting that will help our patients live as well as they possibly can.  The staff 
is proud to be part of LifeBridge and loves caring for our patients.   

 


